A research and professional opportunity for graduate students.

NERRS Davidson Graduate Fellowship
This two-year, paid research fellowship is an exciting opportunity for students to build a stronger relationship with the National Estuarine Research Reserve System. Fellows work closely with a Reserve mentor, contributing to research that helps coastal communities meet environmental challenges.
- Applications due December 4, 2023.
- coast.noaa.gov/nerrs/research/davidson-fellowship.html

NH Sea Grant Graduate Fellowships
NH Sea Grant provides graduate students with a number of paid fellowship opportunities in coastal and marine research, management, policy, and related fields. This includes the NHSG Graduate Research Fellowship, Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship, and others with various deadlines.
- seagrant.unh.edu/fellowships/graduate-student-fellowships

Virtual Information session
November 1, 2023 1230pm

Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Learn about this research reserve: greatbay.org
Sign up to receive fellowship updates: OCM.DavidsonFellowship@noaa.gov
Review the research priorities and contact christopher.r.peter@wildlife.nh.gov to learn more

NH Sea Grant
Learn about this program: seagrant.unh.edu
Review each opportunity and contact lindsey.williams@unh.edu to learn more

Developing the next generation of coastal leaders